e-Signature process overview
•What is e-Sign?
•How does it help?
•Dist/SP1 creates contract package; sends to
customer
•SP2 sends contract package to customer
•SP2 taking action in COL (examples)
•eSign email notifications to customer (examples)
•eSign signature page (examples)
•eSign live evidence document (examples)
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What is e-Sign?
1.

An electronic means that provides a reliable way of securing
signature(s).

2.

e-Sign Live is integrated with COL making it easier to secure
signatures.

3.

The option to e-sign your IBM contract using one of two
signature types.
 Click to Sign: Signer clicks on the signature block in the
document and signer’s name and date is stamped on
document.
 Signature Capture: Signer is provided with a box to use
finger swipe. or stylus to draw the signature.
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How does it help?
1.

It’s Fast: e-Signature eliminates the need for “wet ink”
signatures and the paper process associated with them
(emailing, faxing, scanning, printing).

2.

It’s Simple: The e-Signature package is created in COL. COL
sends the package to e-Sign and e-Sign sends the package to
the customer via email. The customer accesses the
document(s) by clicking on the link provided in the e-Sign
email and clicks to sign. After the contract is signed, the
customer will receive an email with a link to download the
signed document(s).

3.

It’s Easy: You can e-sign anytime, anywhere, on any device
(laptop, smartphone or tablet).
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Contract is created and sent to customer


ISAT proposal is interfaced to COL, business as usual.



End user decision maker fields are populated and e-Sign flow is
chosen.



Contract package is submitted directly to customer for signature.



COL will indicate “e-Sign package sent” status.



Customer will receive an email from e-Sign with a link to the
document(s).



Customer clicks the link and reviews/signs document(s).



Customer receives completed email, has 30 days to
download/view docs.



Documents are routed back to COL; status is “e-Sign package
complete”.



COL provides an e-Sign evidence document with signature
information.



User completes the package and sends to IBM for registration.
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SP2 sends to end customer


ISAT proposal is interfaced to COL, business as usual.



Distributor populates end user decision maker fields; submits via e-Sign
flow.



Distributor sends to SP2 to review transaction details & attach
document(s).



Distributor has the option to send directly to the customer or engage
SP2.



If the SP2 does not have a COL ID, they will need to contact their
Distributor.



SP2 receives email from COL and clicks URL link or checks task list.



SP2 adds their document(s); updates end user decision maker, if
necessary.



Once changes/updates are made, package is sent to customer for
signature.



Customer receives an email with a link to the contract package and
signs.



Customer receives completed email, has 30 days to download/view docs.



Documents are routed back to COL; status is “e-Sign package complete”.



SP2 completes package and sends to Distributor for IBM registration.
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Step: Access COL record via email or task list
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Step: Contract is awaiting your action;
update as needed
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Step: Send to Customer, add comments;
status e-Sign package sent
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Step: Customer receives e-Sign email; signs contract
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Step: Customer receives completed email;
COL shows e-Sign package complete;
Request for processing
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e-Sign live evidence document
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Questions?


Please contact your Distributor to define how
they wish to handle the e-Signature process.



Please contact Liz Polchin
(lizpolch@us.ibm.com) or



Danny Eades (deades@us.ibm.com) for COL
questions
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